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In today’s world, where housing crises, gentrification 
and displacement of indigenous communities are rife 
in global cities, I want to know if things can be another 
way. Through research and good architecture, can we 
make a difference in the way urban space is conceived 
of and occupied, and how might we, as architects, 
play a role in addressing rising inequality and social 
injustice within the built environment?

Photoshop, AutoCAD, Revit, Illustrator, Sketchup, 3DS Max
Photography, Post Processing, InDesign
Hand-drawing, Model Building, Landscape Construction, 
Laser Cutting

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu, Muay Thai, Surfing, Skiing, Hiking

Andrew Stoane
 a.z.stoane@dundee.ac.uk
 
Martin Back
 bude@bazeley-architects.co.uk
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L I L O N G  R E V I V A L
Location [Shanghai]

UIA HYP CUP 2020 [2nd place]
Mishell Parodi, Elliot Reilly, [Calum Ramsay]

The design consists of modular components which can plug together in any 
required arrangement.  We have 6 modules; Residential Duplex (provides 
dwellings for families up to 4 members) , Residential-Commercial Hybrid 
(2 bedroom apartment plus spaces to promote local retail), Residential-
Cultural Hybrid (2 bedroom apartment plus the opportunity to develop 
larger scale programmes when connected to other units), Towers, Metro 
and Farms.  Aside from the Towers, these are all dense low-rise building 
typologies which sit at two storeys each.  The presence of the Towers allow 
for this rich collective mode of living to occur as they absorb the majority of 
the population whilst taking up minimal ground space. 

All units are designed around a basic grid of 5m x 17.5m, the same 
dimensions as a traditional Li-long. Through the manipulation of void and 
solid the units allow for the first floor to become a second layer of alleyways 
where cores of interaction such as community tables and roof gardens 
maximize collectivity. All types of residences include at least one private 
courtyard and patio, except the Tower dwellings where the gardens are 
shared. The units can be arranged in both a linear fashion and back-to-
back forming what we have called a “matrix.”  Modules arranged only in 
a linear fashion form a “half matrix” . The Residential-Cultural Hybrid in 
particular benefits from this “half matrix” solution allowing more flexibility to 
develop a variety of programmes.

Brick, concrete, steel and glass are the only materials needed to develop 
these units. The homogeneity of simple materials for easy assembly make 
these units affordable and viable for mass production which provides a fast 
and easy solution to the rapid population growth of Shanghai.







F U ( X ) I N G  H Y B R I D
Location [Shanghai]

Winner of the [2020 Dundee Civic Trust Award]

The Old Town of Shanghai is the  traditional urban core 
of the modern mega-city. Since 2006 there have been 
attempts to understand its value through the Protection 
Plan for the Old City Historical Cultural Scenery Area, yet 
large areas are still under threat of demolition. The low-rise 
housing schemes - often overcrowded and insanitary  - are  
incapable of responding to the growing pressure of the 
Chinese housing crisis. The quiet streets are a reminder 
of the loss of the traditional pluralistic way of life and the 
deterioration of communities, the neighbouring high-rise 
buildings showcase a new way of life: a life of introspection.  

The Fuxing Hybrid is part of a larger manifesto: Repair 
+ Revanchism. The hybrid will offer the opportunity to 
implement dense residential living and large-scale public 
programmes such as health care and educational, sporting 
facilities and technological and enterprising centres into 
the Old Town without erasure of the existing fabric or 
displacement of the local community.





Perspectival section 

Internal render of apartment





T H E  C A U L D R O N
Location [Global]

Masters Desgin Project [INCOMPLETE]

The Cauldron is a global concept.  As a design project, it 
builds on Arendtian ideas of limit and boundary, proposing 
a strategy for resistance to free-market urban housing 
development through monopolising mass-housing 
provision and supply of social programme in a generic 
bordered form. Using London as a case study, it explores 
how we might ensure future cities have a stable core both 
in terms of social programme and a workforce, who have 
a stake in their environment.

[WORK IN PROGRESS]







G L A S H A U S
Location [Dessau]

International Competition [completed as 24hr charrette]

The primary concept for us was to create a harmony 
between the working and living conditions within the 
design.  Both of these functions occur within the solid base 
of the school.  Holes have been cut into the roof to allow 
skylights and courtyard spaces around which programme 
is orientated.

The residential units are divided into four blocks which 
house 12 students each.  All bedrooms face into central 
courtyards to allow for the kind of collaborative living seen 
in the original Bauhaus, with a visual connection instead of 
an audible one. 

On top of the base, sits a glass cube.  The objective of this 
is to give the school a presence in the city whilst providing 
a transparent exhibition space.  

From the exhibition space there are views into some of 
the open plan studios below, this is to offer the public an 
insight into the workflow of the students.  These studios 
will be occupied by flexible modules to allow students to 
customise their workspace.




